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My name is Tiago Sacramento, I´m a student from Ips Setubal and this is my idea for the 

university of the future. In the future, studentS are a part of universities, even more then they 

are today. The university campus would be Iike a mini city. I propose the that universities build 

supermarkets, hospitals/infirmaries and farms on their campus. Starting on the farms, 

agronomics students can practice by framing this land and thus be more experienced on a 

practical aspect of their course. Those vegetables and fruits would be put for sale on the 

supermarket, where students and teacher could buy them. Also, students who want to make 

some money could work here. Regarding the hospital, nursing/medical students could work 

here for extra school credit. I also like to tackle the sustainable aspect. A compositor could be 

used to reuse vegetable waste from the kitchen in the farm I mentioned before. Also, for 

recycling I would suggest that the universities place on their campus machines that in return 

of plastic bottles or cans give the students discounts or money. I would also like to see an app 

specific for the school. Expanding on the concept of sustainability students should have access 

to bicycles disponible from the university facilitating their transportation, because it’s a fact 

that students tend to live in the surrounding areas. Adopting this idea is meaning that the 

campus would become bike friendly , a step in the right direction. 

This app would allow the automatic pay of tuition fees, calculate the credit score average, takes 

notes in a way more organized than writing on word.  

This is my idea for the future where students are more involved in every activity bettering the 

environment around them. 
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